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Coevolution with viruses drives the evolution of
bacterial mutation rates
Csaba Pal1,2, Marı́a D. Maciá3, Antonio Oliver3, Ira Schachar1 & Angus Buckling1

rate) caused a decrease in bacteriophage fitness (Fig. 1b) as a result
of an increased resistance of bacteria to their contemporary phage
population. The success of mutators decreased with increased costs
associated with resistance to phages, increased temporal fluctuations
in population sizes of bacteria and phages, and when the specificity of
interaction between bacteria and phages20,21 allowed generalists with
wide resistance and infectivity ranges, respectively, to evolve.
To experimentally address whether coevolution with bacteriophages drives the evolution of mutation rates, we evolved 36 populations of the common plant-colonizing bacterium P. fluorescens22 in
laboratory microcosms in the presence of a naturally associated lytic
DNA phage18, and 36 populations in the absence of phages. Cultures
were propagated by batch culture in King’s Media B (KB), diluting
1% of each culture in fresh media on a daily basis, for a total of 24
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Bacteria with greatly elevated mutation rates (mutators) are frequently found in natural1–3 and laboratory4,5 populations, and are
often associated with clinical infections6,7. Although mutators may
increase adaptability to novel environmental conditions, they are
also prone to the accumulation of deleterious mutations. The longterm maintenance of high bacterial mutation rates is therefore
likely to be driven by rapidly changing selection pressures8–14, in
addition to the possible slow transition rate by point mutation
from mutators to non-mutators15. One of the most likely causes
of rapidly changing selection pressures is antagonistic coevolution
with parasites16,17. Here we show whether coevolution with viral
parasites could drive the evolution of bacterial mutation rates in
laboratory populations of the bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens18. After fewer than 200 bacterial generations, 25% of the
populations coevolving with phages had evolved 10- to 100-fold
increases in mutation rates owing to mutations in mismatchrepair genes; no populations evolving in the absence of phages
showed any significant change in mutation rate. Furthermore,
mutator populations had a higher probability of driving their
phage populations extinct, strongly suggesting that mutators have
an advantage against phages in the coevolutionary arms race.
Given their ubiquity, bacteriophages may play an important role
in the evolution of bacterial mutation rates.
Antagonistic coevolution with parasites (the reciprocal evolution of
host defence and parasite counter-defence mechanisms) has long been
recognized as a potentially important force in the evolutionary maintenance of sexual reproduction16. Sex often results in offspring that are
genetically distinct from their parents, and hence may be more resistant to parasites that are adapted to parental genotypes16. Increased
mutation rates in bacterial populations may confer similar indirect
benefits in the absence of sex. Lytic bacteriophages are ubiquitous and
require bacterial cell lysis after infection and replication to transmit to
new hosts; hence there is very strong reciprocal selection for bacterial
resistance and phage infectivity. This interaction can lead to ongoing
antagonistic coevolution between bacteria and phages18,19, which
creates conditions where mutator alleles may increase in frequency
by hitch-hiking with the beneficial resistance mutations they generate.
We performed simple computer simulations to address the conditions under which coevolution with bacteriophages could result in the
evolution of elevated mutation rates in bacteria, and the consequences
of mutators to the fitness of the coevolving phage populations (see
Supplementary Information). Despite an inherent cost to being a
mutator (an increased chance of accumulating deleterious mutations
at loci under stabilizing selection), mutators were able to increase in
frequency under a wide range of conditions. An example of the
dynamics of a mutator allele and one particular host genotype is shown
in Fig. 1a. Furthermore, increasing the mutation supply rate of the
bacterial population (the product of population size and mutation
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Figure 1 | Simulation results (see Supplementary Information). a, Change
in frequency of the mutator through time under a Matching Alleles model
(a 5 1). Graph also shows the dynamics of one (out of four possible) hostresistance genotypes, which fluctuates through time as a result of
coevolution with phages. For details on parameter set used, see
Supplementary Information. b, Mean 6 two standard errors of the mean
fitness (measured over the final 500 generations of a 2,000 generation
simulation) of phage populations as a function of the mutation supply rate
(product of mutation rate and population size) of the host population.
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transfers (approximately 170 bacterial generations), and frozen every
six transfers. Previous studies have shown that SBW25 and SBW25w2
undergo antagonistic coevolution in KB18,20,23, and we confirmed this
result in the present study (see Supplementary Information).
We estimated the mutation rates of each population using fluctuation tests4,24. After 24 transfers, we found that mutation rates had
increased 10- to 100-fold in 9 out of 36 populations coevolving with
phages (Fig. 2). No significant increases in mutation rates were
observed in any of the populations evolving in the absence of phages.
We subsequently estimated mutation rates in all populations coevolving with phages at transfers 6, 12 and 18, and found a steady increase in
the frequency of populations with elevated mutation rates through time
(Fig. 3). We continued evolving the nine mutator populations identified at transfer 24 for a further 24 transfers and found that mutation
rates remained at significantly higher levels than the ancestor in all cases.
Bacterial mutation rates can increase through phenotypic stress responses25 as well as through genetic mutation. To confirm a genetic basis
to the elevated mutation rates in our populations, we sought to identify
the genes in which the mutations occurred. We isolated four clones
from each of the nine mutator populations from transfer 24; of these,
mutator clones were identified in seven populations (one out of four
clones were mutators in three populations; three out of four in one
population; and four out of four in three populations). In the other two
populations, mutators must have been at relatively low frequencies. We
chose a single random mutator clone from each of these seven populations for further analysis. Previous studies suggest that most mutators
result from mutations in the methyl-directed mismatch repair (MMR)
system1,2,4–6, so we attempted to systematically complement MMR
alleles with wild-type alleles from the closely related bacteria P. aeruginosa26,27 (see Supplementary Information). In six out seven cases, wildtype mutation rates were restored by this complementation process:
five with the mutL wild-type P. aeruginosa allele, and one with the mutS
allele (see Supplementary Table 3). It is unclear which mutations were
responsible for the elevated mutation rate in the seventh clone.
We have shown that mutators are more likely to evolve when bacteria coevolve with phages than when they evolve in isolation, but it is
less clear why. In our simulations, mutators are indirectly favoured
because they hitch-hike with alleles that confer resistance to coevolving phage populations. An increase in the frequency of mutators
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should therefore reduce phage fitness. Strong support for this hypothesis is that phage populations showed a greater tendency to be
driven extinct when associated with mutator bacteria, compared with
extinction rates of phages with non-mutators (Fig. 3; randomization
test: P 5 0.015; see Supplementary Information). Coevolution with
phages could also reduce bacterial population density, which could
result in the evolution of mutation rates through both an increased
probability of genetic drift and reduced mutation supply rate (the
product of mutation rate and population size)28. To address this possibility, we measured population densities of bacteria coevolving with
phages across time points (transfer 6, 12, 18). We found no differences
between populations with or without elevated mutation rates,
strongly suggesting that population size was not an important factor
contributing to patterns of mutation rate evolution (Mann–Whitney
U-test, P . 0.4 for all three time points).
To confirm the benefits of elevated mutation rates of bacteria when
coevolving with phages, we constructed a mutS knockout of P. fluorescens SBW25 (see Supplementary Information), which conferred an
approximately 100-fold higher mutation rate. When the wild-type and
mutS mutant were competed (see Supplementary Information), we
generally found a massive selective advantage in the presence, but
not the absence, of phages (Fig. 4). However, this advantage was positively frequency dependent, such that the mutators could always
invade when initiated at frequencies of 1022 and 1024, but that invasion success was limited when initiated at frequencies of 1026. This last
result is consistent with the results of our first experiment, where
mutators only increased in frequency in a quarter of populations over
the course of 170 generations. Such positive frequency-dependent
selection of mutators is consistent with previous theoretical10–12 and
experimental studies5,29. (see also simulations in the Supplementary
Information). It presumably results from the wild-type population
having a higher probability of evolving beneficial mutations when
the mutator population is at a very low frequency. In a separate experiment, we found that populations of the mutS knockout were much
more likely to drive their coevolving populations of phages extinct
than were populations of the wild type (phage were at undetectable
levels in 3 out of 24 versus 10 out of 24 replicate populations in the
presence of the mutator and wild type, respectively; Fisher’s exact test,
P 5 0.02). Thus these experiments initiated with mutator and wildtype genotypes confirm results from our de novo evolution experiments (1) that mutators are likely to have a selective advantage when
coevolving with phages, and (2) that the mutators provide an advantage relative to phage in the coevolutionary arms race, presumably
because of the more rapid generation of resistance mutations.
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Figure 2 | Relative mutation rates. The estimated mutation rate (for
rifampicin resistance) of bacteria in populations evolving with (closed
symbols) and without (open symbols) phages; the line indicates the ancestor.
Relative estimates using streptomycin gave the same qualitative results. Nine
out of 36 populations coevolving with phages had evolved significantly
higher mutation rates than the ancestor (Mann–Whitney U-test, n 5 6 for
evolved population and ancestral populations, P , 0.01 for all cases),
whereas no control populations were mutators (P . 0.1 for all cases). The
number of mutator populations was higher in the presence versus the
absence of phages (Fisher’s exact test: P 5 0.001).
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Figure 3 | The frequency of coevolving populations of bacteria evolving
elevated mutation rates and driving phages extinct, through time. By
transfer 24, 6 out of 9 mutator populations had driven their phages extinct,
while 9 out of 27 non-mutator populations had driven their phages extinct.
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Figure 4 | Competition experiments between wild-type and isogenic
mutator. Mean 6 95% confidence intervals through time. There was a
significant increase in the frequency of mutators through time when
initiated at frequencies of 0.01 (triangles; F3, 20 5 113.9, P , 0.0001) and
1024 (squares; F3, 20 5 46.1, P , 0.0001), but not at 1026 (filled circles;
F3, 20 5 1.5, P . 0.2 in the presence of phages. There was a significant
decrease in mutator frequency in the absence of phages when mutators were
initiated at 0.01 (open diamonds; F3, 20 5 7.1, P , 0.001).
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Here we have shown that antagonistic coevolution with phages can
drive the evolution of elevated mutation rates in bacterial populations.
The most probable explanation for this result is that mutator alleles
hitch-hike with the beneficial phage resistance mutation they generated. The ubiquity of bacteriophages suggests that they may play a
pivotal role in explaining why mutators persist at relatively high frequencies in many natural bacterial populations. As such, targeting
phage populations may weaken selection for mutator bacteria in clinical infections. More generally, the study provides the first direct experimental evidence that a mechanism that increases genetic variation can
be individually advantageous when coevolving with parasites.
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METHODS SUMMARY
Study organisms and culture conditions. We coevolved the common plantcolonizing bacterium, Pseudomonas fluorescens SBW25 (ref. 22) and a naturally
associated DNA phage, SBW25W2 (ref. 18). Note that we do not yet know if
bacterial mutation rates affect phage mutation rates, either physiologically or by
imposing selection. Seventy-two microcosms (25 ml glass universal bottle
microcosms containing 6 ml King’s medium B (KB)) were inoculated with 108
cells of P. fluorescens SBW25 (ref. 22). Half of the 72 microcosms were inoculated
with 105 clonal particles of DNA phage SBW25W2 (ref. 18). Under these conditions, phages fail to completely lyse bacterial populations, because of the rapid
emergence of bacteria resistant to the ancestral phage. Populations were propagated in a shaken incubator (200 r.p.m.; 0.9g) at 28 uC. Sixty microlitres of each
culture was transferred to fresh medium every 24 h, for 24 transfers (approximately 170 generations). After every sixth transfer, populations were frozen in
1:4 v:v glycerol:KB solution at 286 uC.
Measurement of mutation frequency. We used modified fluctuation tests to
estimate bacterial mutation rates4,24. Six microcosms per population were inoculated with 100–1000 bacterial cells and were allowed to grow for 24 h in a shaken
(0.9g) 28 uC incubator. We regularly checked for the presence of pre-existing
mutants of the trait investigated (antibiotic resistance) in the starting populations. Final cell density was determined by plating dilutions on non-selective
solid medium (KB). The number of mutants was estimated by plating 60 ml of
each culture on solid selective medium (KB plates mixed with rifampicin
(100 mg ml21) or streptomycin (50 mg ml21)). Jones median estimator was used
to calculate mutation rate from the average and median frequency of mutant
colonies30. Importantly, presence of phage in bacterial cells had no direct effect
on mutation rates: increased mutation rates remained after isolating bacterial
populations from phage using Virkon20. Note that Virkon treatment caused up
to 40% bacterial mortality.
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